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Before you start
The following information is for instrument use and assumes the user has installed the
supplied hardware and software.

The instrument exterior is designed to virtually exclude all external light, thus preventing
background light influencing the sample or fluorescence measurements. If the instrument
is being used in a dark room, all side and front panels can be easy removed by releasing
the four corner screws of each panel, (using the finger screws and 2mm driver). This
feature can also be useful for examining leaves that are still attached. The base of the
instrument can be removed for in-situ measurements. The front user access door of the
instrument is detachable by gently lifting upwards off its hinges. This allows increased
access which can be particularly useful when aligning samples. Cams on the central
sample stage enable a variety of well plates to be accurately located. If required the
sample stage can be removed from the base plate using the 3mm socket driver supplied.

Your instrument is factory set for light and camera calibrations, which are unique to your
instrument, with the data held on the installation CD.  In the unlikely event that you need
to recalibrate the camera or the lights refer to Appendix I. This may be necessary if the
camera is replaced or the lights require readjustment.

It is also important to note that these factory default setting refers to a calibrated sample
stage height between 130mm and 140 mm above the base of the instruments (0 on the
fixed scale aligned with 30 on the moving scale of the sample stage rack and pinion).

It is important that all measurements are made using this reference height because light
intensity, alignment and area measurements are all calibrated at this height,  therefore
the imaged surface of samples should be at this height.   After adjustment the sample
stage can be locked into position using the small lever at the rear of its rack and pinion
mechanism.
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Quick Start I
Manual capture of Fv/Fm

Step 1 – set up the sample

Adjust the height of the sample so that it is at the correct distance from the lights (the
zero of the fixed scale should be aligned with 30 on the movable scale of the sample
stage rack and pinion mechanism).

Step 2 – establish connection with the camera and light system

a) Press the Connect to camera button on the button bar.

green when selected  
b) Press the Focus button

c) Adjust the camera focus (release locking screw and rotate upper ring on camera
lens, labelled Focus).

Step 3 – take the map image.
Taking a map image is the first step in selecting those pixels within the camera field of
view that you wish to remain active for the measurement of fluorescence parameters.

Press the Map image button

The camera is set to give a short exposure. In most situations, this keeps the exposure
within the dynamic range of the camera. If this is not the case the user is prompted to
open or close the aperture to adjust the peak signal. To alter the aperture, release the
locking screw on the aperture ring on the camera (labelled Aperture). Turn clockwise to
close and anticlockwise to open the aperture, press Yes on the prompt message to
continue. The message will be repeated if the aperture still requires adjustment. If No is
selected, an image will be taken with the selected aperture. Cancel aborts the operation.

Before
proceeding the
map image
should be
processed so that only the areas (pixels) of interest remain in the image. There are
several methods for processing the image.

Step 4 – process the map image

Processing the map image defines the active pixels within an image, there are several
user options outlined below.
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Option 1 – Automated isolation of active areas

Select Image(s) ���� Apply isolation. Although this method works well with most materials,
highly heterogeneous well plate samples can result in too many/too few pixels being
removed. Samples contained within highly reflective vessels (clear or light coloured well
plates, for example) can also cause problems, due to scattered fluorescence. The
automated isolation process can be reversed using Image(s) � Undo isolation and Option 2
used instead.

Option 2 – The Modify image dialog tools

Accessed by double clicking the left mouse button over the current image or a thumbnail
image or through Image(s) ���� Modify… this dialog provides a wide range of tools for editing
an image and adding/deleting zone lines. The slide controls below the data histogram
control the mapping of pixel values to the palette histogram. The sliders below the palette
histogram are low cut and high cut filters, which can be used in combination with the
Delete low and high cuts command (selected from a popup menu, by right clicking within
the image dialog box), to zero the relevant pixels within the selected area of the image.

Step 6 – Capturing images of Fo, Fm and Fv/Fm

Press the Fo&Fm or F’&Fm’ button

A Fo and Fm fluorescence image will be captured and placed sequentially in the
thumbnails. FluorImager will automatically build an image of Fv/Fm, the image thumbnail
will be placed as the next image in the sequence (ensure that the Fv/Fm and Fq’/Fm’ image
check box is selected in the Auto build options which can be accessed through Image(s) ����

Auto build options). If the built image is not displayed in the thumbnails, check that Fv/Fm and

Fq’/Fm’ check box is ticked (in the Thumbnail image options accessed through View ����

Thumbnail options...).

Step 7 – Save the file

Select File  ���� Save as…

Enter an appropriate file name and destination drive and press save.

Step 8 – copy and paste the results into Excel

The fluorescence parameter data can be copied and pasted into Excel or other
spreadsheet-based applications. This is done most conveniently by right clicking on the
selected image and selecting from the COPY options of the pop-up menu. Having right
clicked on a chosen image, selecting Copy Zone Data to the Clipboard allows data for each
zone within the image to be copied into Excel. If zones have not been selected, average
values for that image will be copied to the clipboard. If Include header info is selected under
COPY on the popup menu, all experimental details and user information will be copied
with the data to the spreadsheet. For more options see sections below:  Edit ���� Clipboard

copy ���� Current image and Edit ���� Clipboard copy ���� All images.
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Quick Start II

Set up and run a protocol to screen a 96 well plate
(example using zone lines and protocol)

Step 1 – set up the sample

Adjust the height of the sample so that it is at the correct distance from the lights (the
zero of the fixed scale should be aligned with 30 on the movable scale of the sample
stage rack and pinion mechanism).

Step 2 – establish connection with the camera and light system

a) Press the Connect to camera button on the button bar.

turns green when selected  

b) Press the Focus button

c) Adjust the camera focus (release locking screw and rotate upper ring on camera
lens, labelled Focus).

Step 3 – take a reflected light map image of an empty well plate

A reflected light image of an empty well plate is preferred to a fluorescence image of a
full well plate, simply because the wells are much easier to locate. Also, this allows the
sample to be maintained in darkness prior to measurement of Fv/Fm.

Press the Reflected button

Step 4 – adjust the contrast of the reflected image

Double click within the current image area to launch the Modify image dialog. Obtain the
best contrast possible using the Equalise and Gamma controls.
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Step 5 – add the horizontal zone lines

With the cursor over the image, click the right mouse button. From the popup menu that
is launched, select Shift + left button... � Adds a horizontal zone line. This automatically assigns
Deletes a horizontal zone line to the Ctrl + left button... option. There is no need to add lines
above the top row of wells or below the bottom row of wells.

Once the horizontal lines have all been added (a maximum of 7), click the right mouse
button and, from the popup menu that is launched, select Shift + left button... � Adds a

vertical zone line. This automatically assigns Deletes a vertical zone line to the Ctrl + left button...

option. There is no need to add lines to the left and right of the outermost wells. Once all
the vertical zone lines have been added (a maximum of 11), press the OK button to save
the changes and close the dialog.  The file can be saved at this point and used as a
template, which, when retrieved, can be used to copy zone lines to a new file.
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Step 6 – take the map image.
Press the Map image button

The camera is set to give a short exposure. In most situations, this keeps the exposure
within the dynamic range of the camera. If this is not the case the user is prompted to
open or close the aperture to adjust the peak signal. To alter the aperture, release the
locking screw of the aperture ring on the camera (labelled Aperture) and turn clockwise
to close and anticlockwise to open the aperture. Press Yes on the prompt message to
continue. The message will be repeated if the aperture still requires adjustment. If No is
selected an image will be taken with the selected aperture. Cancel aborts the operation.

Before proceeding the map image should be processed so that only the areas (pixels) of
interest remain in the image.

Step 7 – define the active pixels within the map image

a) Select Images ���� Apply isolation

b) If the isolation is satisfactory, proceed to Step 8
c) If too many pixels were deleted, select Images�Undo isolation

d) Select Image(s)�Modify, or double click the left mouse button over the main image,
to launch the Modify image dialog box

e) Move the low-cut slider (just under the lower histogram) until the unwanted low
value pixels are all changed to blue

f) Click the right mouse button while the cursor is over the image
g) From the popup menu, select Delete low and high cuts

h) Press the OK button to close the dialog box
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Step 8 – copy the zone lines and paste them onto the map image

a) With the reflected light image as the current image, copy the zone lines using Edit

���� Copy zone lines

b) Select the map image and paste the zone lines using Edit ���� Paste zone lines

The zone lines on the map image are applied to all future images. See also Show / hide
zone lines.

Step 9 – Set up the protocol:

A protocol can be set up at any time and does not necessarily need to be applied as Step
9 of this procedure. It has been included for demonstration purposes.

The protocol described below is an example protocol only.  You should choose a protocol
that will provide the experimental data you wish to collect. The following is an example of
a light response protocol.

a) Select Settings����Protocol... from the menu bar or press Alt + P.
b) Type 5 in the After a delay of: box
c) Select the s check box
d) Select the Apply pulse check box
e) Leave This number of times (cycles): set to 1
f) Leave the Details settings as they are
g) Leave the Take F' and Fm' images with pulse check box selected
h) Press the update button (this will update the 1st line to the details selected).

i) Select the Change actinic check box
j) Type 50 in the Actinic PPFD box
k) Press the Add button or click the right mouse button while the cursor is within the

output region of the protocol window and select Add line (this will place a new,
updated protocol line in the protocol sequence).
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l) Use the mouse to select Step 1 of the protocol
m) Press Copy

n) Use the mouse to select Step 2 of the protocol
o) Press Paste a second apply pulse line will appear as Step 3.
p) Type 5 in the After a delay of: box
q) Select the min check box and press Update.

r) Use the mouse to select Step 2 of the protocol
s) Press Copy

t) Use the mouse to select Step 3 of the protocol
u) Press Paste a second change actinic line will appear as Step 4.
v) Type 100 in the Actinic PPFD box and press update.
w) The copy and paste steps outlined above can be repeated and the Actinic PPFD

changed and updated until a series of actinic changes take place followed by 5
min delay before a saturating pulse is applied.
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x) Step 22 has been set to change the actinic PPFD to 0.
y) To look for recovery of Fv/Fm, Step 23 has a series of 3 pulses (cycle set to 3) 5 min

apart.
z) Press the Close button
aa) Select Settings�Protocol�Save .pcl file

bb) Save the file with a name of your choice

It is also possible to copy and paste using a right mouse click while the cursor is within the
output region of the protocol window and selecting copy and paste from the popup menu.

Step 10 – start recording the fluorescence trace

Press the Trace on/off button. Since the actinic PPFD is zero, the Fo level of fluorescence
will be recorded within the trace.

Step 11 – run the protocol

After a few seconds, press the Run protocol button. This will launch the Protocol dialog.
The time remaining is shown below the last line of the protocol.

 remains depressed whilst protocol is running 

Step 12 – copy and paste the results into Excel

Once the protocol has finished, the fluorescence traces and/or parameter data can be
copied and pasted into Excel or other spreadsheet-based applications. This is done most
conveniently by right clicking on the selected image, or on the fluorescence trace(s) and
selecting from the COPY options of the pop-up menu. Having right clicked on a chosen
image, selecting Copy zone data to the Clipboard allows data for each zone within the
image to be copied into Excel. If no zones are selected the average value for the image
will be copied. After right clicking on the fluorescence trace, selecting All trace points data

under copy to clipboard will allow you to copy all the data points for regions into Excel.
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Selecting All pulse/ transient data under copy to clipboard will allow you to copy data for all
measured parameters into Excel. For a 96 well plate only the average values for the
entire plate will be shown.  However, if working with Region Images, values for each
region (e.g. each leaf) will be shown. If Include header info is selected on the popup menu,
all experimental details and user information will be copied with the data to the
spreadsheet.  For more options see sections below:  Edit � Clipboard copy � Current image

and Edit � Clipboard copy � All images.

Note

One advantage of using zone lines is that data can be group according to treatment. This
approach has been using below examining glyphosate sensitivity.  Treatment are
arranged in columns, vertical zone lines allow calculation of the average data for each
vertical zone.  Data were collected 24 h after exposure to glyphosate at the levels
indicated.

Control Water Tween 55 25 10 55 25 10 Control Water Tween

Glyphosate (mM) Glyphosate + Tween

Fv/Fm

0.78 0.78 0.77 0.63 0.67 0.73 0.61 0.66 0.69 0.78 0.78 0.79


